• Thursday 18 September
  8h30–12h45
  Emmanuel Guigon
  Olivier Sigaud

• Thursday 18 September
  13h45–18h00
  Nicolas Perrin
  Lab 1

• Tuesday 25 September
  8h30–12h45
  Olivier Sigaud
  Benoit Girard

• Tuesday 25 September
  13h45–18h00
  Nicolas Perrin
  Lab 2

• Wednesday 26 September
  13h45–18h00
  Emmanuel Guigon

• Tuesday 2 October
  8h30–12h45
  Emmanuel Guigon
  Mehdi Khamassi

• Tuesday 2 October
  13h45–18h00
  Nicolas Perrin
  Lab 3

• Tuesday 16 October
  13h45–18h00
  Evaluation
EVALUATION: ARTICLE SYNTHESIS

- Tuesday 16 October — 13h45–18h00

- Choose one article (3 students/article) and indicate your choice by email to emmanuel.guigon@sorbonne-universite.fr. If the article is still available, you will receive an acknowledgement of your choice.

  https://moodle-sciences.upmc.fr/
  http://e.guigon.fr.fr/teaching.html

- Prepare a 10-min presentation (in english) to describe the work reported in the article, as if you were the authors (introduction, question, methods, results, discussion, general implications in relation to the course). The presentation will be followed by questions (10-min).

- A mark will be given based on the clarity of the presentation and the depth of understanding. The intrinsic difficulty of each article will be taken into account. Please respect the timing.

The presentations (ppt or pdf) can be sent in advance to emmanuel.guigon@sorbonne-universite.fr (preferred), brought on a USB key (good), or on your own computer (less preferred).
EVALUATION MARK

50% article synthesis

50% lab